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Introduction

The EU is nominally committed to a European Economi c Recovery 
Programme. 

But this will be savaged if the current round of cu ts and austerity is not 
countered by a broad wave of EU financed investment s. 

Not least because negative fiscal multipliers could double the direct cuts 
in deficits and negative investment multipliers could treble them . [1]

The global implications in terms of beggar-my-neighbour deflation would 
be devastating

[1] Observatoire Français des Conjoncture Economiques 2 010.



A Gestalt Shift

What is needed to ‘cut the Gordian knot’ on debt is a Gestalt shift and a 
recognition that while EU member states are deep in debt the EU itse lf 
has next to none. 

It had none at all until May last year when the European Central Bank 
began to buy up tranches of some member states’ nati onal debt

► If the EU were to issue its own bonds to finance a New Deal style 
economic recovery it would be starting from less than a tenth of the 
borrowing base of the Roosevelt administration in t he 1930s.



1. Parallel Twin Strategies for Europe

1. Stabilisation by Union Bonds
The EU could cut the Gordian knot of the debt crisis i f it 
converted a tranche of the sovereign debt of member states 
to Union Bonds which are not traded but held in its own 
‘debit account’

2. Recovery through Eurobonds
A social investment led recovery programme funded, li ke the 
US New Deal, by ‘borrowing to invest’ through net issues of 
Eurobonds which are traded and would attract inflows from 
sovereign wealth central banks and central banks of the 
emerging economies .



Background on Union Bonds

In 1989 Jacques Delors requested my assistance to d evise instruments 
and policies to make a reality of the commitment of  the Single 
European Act to economic and social cohesion.

In interim and final reports I proposed EU or Union Bonds [1] and he 
included them in his ‘full employment’ White Paper o f December 1993.

The key parallel was US Treasury bonds which do not count against the 
debt of American states such as California or Delaware.

Therefore Union Bonds need not count on the debt of EU member  states.

[1] Stuart Holland (1993) The European Imperative: Econ omic and Social Cohesion in the 
1990s, Spokesman Books



The ‘Lost’ New Deal Parallel

But the New Deal parallel was not made in the White  Paper which meant a 
the major legitimation of the case for the bonds  w as lost.

The proposal therefore lacked resonance with a wide r public.

For too many people ‘Union Bonds’ just seemed anothe r arcane 
European financial instrument.

It then transpired that Helmut Kohl thought that a bond was something 
paid for by German taxpayers, which is among the re asons why he 
initially opposed them.



The EIF and the Essen European Council

The bonds were to have been issued by a European Investment Fund -
EIF.

The EIF now is part of the EIB Group, but with a re mit to assist SMEs.

At the 1994 Essen European Council only the NL and Luxembourg 
explicitly supported the case for Union Bonds. Both  Germany and 
France were opposed. Others were uncommitted.

The case went by default which is why peripheral EU  member states now 
are threatened by a default on their national bonds .



2. Eurozone Stabilisation by Union Bonds

The way to cut the Gordian knot on national debt is  to convert the major 
share of it to the EU in a European Bond – a Union B ond .

I have recommended this since 2008 to several of th e actors involved 
including several heads of government and members o f Ecofin. 

Jean-Claude Juncker has supported the bonds since t hey were first 
proposed by me to Jacques Delors in 1993.

A parallel proposal was made in May 2010 by the Bru ssels based Bruegel 
Institute.

1] e.g. Bruegel Policy Brief 2010/3. The Blue Bond Prop osal. Brussels  www.bruegel .org



The Bruegel Proposals

Eurozone national debt of up to 60% of GDP - the SGP national limit -
should be converted to the EU.

The Bruegel Institute proposals are those being con sidered currently by 
finance ministers.

Their Blue Bonds would be held by the EU and theref ore in principle more 
secure than national bonds, as illustrated in the f ollowing figure. 

But they have key limits, which is why neither Ecof in nor the European 
Council have been able to agree on them.

[



The Bruegel Proposal



Limits of the Breughel Proposals

The Breughel proposal:

1. assumes that the debt would be traded ;

2. would need a new institution ;

3. proposes joint and several liability for Blue Bonds held by the Union;

4. calls for a standardised collective action clause;

5. needs a guarantee by all member states and their taxpayers and 
therefore requires approval by all national parliam ents;

6. allows for a an ‘ orderly default ’ on the remaining debt.



Not the Breughel Proposals

But none of the above six conditions for the Breugel proposa l are 
necessary.

1. Converted debt need not be traded . It could simply be converted and 
held in its own debit account by the Union. 

2. Member states’ share of the converted debt would be serviced by them
from their national tax revenues, without the need for national 
guarantees or fiscal transfers.

3. Joint and several liability for the bonds and a standardised collective 
action clause therefore would not be needed .



Debt Conversion Without Buyouts, Guarantees or 
Fiscal Transfers

A debt conversion  therefore does not need buying up national debt as 
the ECB has been doing since May last year.

So far, this has not worked. It is not placating ma rkets and there are 
several estimates that it could cost up to € 3 trill ions to do so

Debt conversion would be a simple transfer held by the Union into a 
untraded debit account.

Nor does it need joint guarantees or fiscal transfers.

► The European Investment Bank has issued its own bonds for fifty 
years without national guarantees or fiscal transfers or buying up 
national debt and already is twice as large as the World Bank. 



Criteria for Conversion

The criteria for such a debt conversion without debt buyouts or mutual 
sovereign guarantees would be a ratio of remaining national debt to 
GDP at the time of the transfer.

Thus, if an investor holds a billion euros in Itali an government bonds and 
Italian debt is 120% of GDP, half a billion for eac h bond of whatever 
maturity is transferred to the EU.

This then would be in an EU debit account, which would not be traded 
and therefore would be ring fenced against speculation by rating 
agencies.

As the maturities occurred on the converted debt, t heir interest rates 
would be determined by the Eurogroup of finance ministers rather 
than by rating agencies .



Enhanced Cooperation

Conversion of a share of national debt to the Union  could be on an 
enhanced cooperation basis.

According to the Lisbon Treaty enhanced cooperation  is by a minority of 
member states. 

Yet the introduction of the euro itself was a de facto case of majority 
enhanced cooperation .

On this strong precedent not all member states need agree to the debt 
conversion to an EU debit account

► Germany, Austria, the NL and Finland could keep their own bonds.



Key Implications of Debt Conversion 1

A key implications of debt conversion is that it wo uld signal to financial 
markets that the EU has a strategic response to the crisis. 

Holding the converted debt in an untraded debit acc ount would mean that

- It was ring fenced since not traded and show that governments can 
govern rather than rating agencies rule

- Since in a debit account rather than a credit account it could 
demonstrate to Germany and other member states that  it could not be 
used for ‘fiscal laxity’



Key Implications of Debt Conversion 2

A further key implication of debt conversion into a  Union debit account is 
that

- This would mean that all member states other than G reece were 
Maastricht compliant on their remaining national de bt.

- Greece would remain a special problem, but no more than that, and 
not of macro financial significance.

- It could be the sole or one of a few smaller member  states which might 
need a buy out of a share of its remaining national  debt by the EFSF



3. Recovery and Growth Through Eurobonds

A clearer distinction than in the current debate should be made between 

conversion of a share of national debt to ring fenced Union bo nds and 
net issues of Eurobonds to finance recovery.

Eurobonds - or € bonds as markets could quickly dub t hem - would be 
purchased by central banks of the emerging economies and sovereign 
wealth funds.

The BRICs have made plain that they want to diversify out of the dollar .

These surpluses need to be recycled if there is to be a balanced recovery 
of the world economy, which is one of the central a ims of the G20. 



The Euro as a Reserve Currency

With net issues of Eurobonds bonds, the euro thereby would become a 
global reserve currency, taking the strain off the dollar

Both the US and the trade surplus economies would g ain if this is part of 
a European recovery programme

- whereas contraction of the European economy as an outcome of debt 
stabilisation without a recovery programme would reduce both US 
exports and those of the emerging economies

Risking thereby a meltdown of the global economy

- risking also a double-dip global recession.



Realising the European Recovery Programme

Recovery project criteria do not need to be defined or agreed either by 
Ecofin or the European Council. They already have b een agreed by
them.

On a proposal from me made to them by Antonio Guter res, and to 
implement the Amsterdam Special Action Programme, t he EIB was 
remitted by the European Council at Luxembourg in 1 997 to invest in

► health, [1] education, urban renewal and the urban environment

At Lisbon 2000 the EIB also was given a specific re mit to invest in 
technology and innovation which it has financed more successfully 
than the Commission’s Framework Programmes

► and also given a general remit to do so to finance i nvestments in
economic and social cohesion and convergence



Macroeconomic Potential

Since the 1997 European Council decision that it sh ould be remitted to 
finance eco-social investments, it has quadrupled its lending.

This is why it now is twice the size of the World B ank. 

Matched by co-investments from national public credit institutions, and 
with investment multipliers of up to 3 1]

This would mean a cumulative investment led stimulus to the European 
economy which could rise by or before 2020 to a net annual addition 
of 3 per cent to EU GDP

► and make a reality of the nominal commitment of the  EU to a European 
Economic Recovery Programme.

1] Observatoire Français des Conjoncture Economiques 2 010.



4. Global Implications

Keynes had assumed that exchange rate changes could  adjust trade
imbalances.

They can for revaluation . But not for devaluation if the share of foreign 
investment and production is high.

None of the top 220 exporters in the UK followed through the 1967 
devaluation with lower prices in foreign markets.

To do so would have been to compete against themsel ves abroad – and 
‘own competitor’ effect.

This also is the case for the US.  It implies the need to recycle global 
surpluses to balance the world economy.



FDI Drives Trade

A 1973 report from UNCTAD showed that foreign direct investment rather 
than comparative advantage was determining gains from global 
trade. [1]

A later 1991 UNCTAD report showed that the rate of growth of foreign 
direct investment was increasing three times faster than that of global 
exports and four times faster than the rate of growth of world output. 

Yet the less developed countries were being by-pass ed (Figure next 
slide), while the share of the least developed econ omies had near 
vanished, with a reduction of FDI in Sub-Saharan Af rica from 0.4 
percent to 0.1 percent. [2]

By 2009, UNCTAD reported that foreign direct invest ment had shrunk by 
more than a fifth in 2008, but between developed ec onomies. The 
emerging economies, by contrast, gained a 4 percent  increase on what 
already was a rising trend. Brazil, India and China  all saw increased 
inflows. [3]



Asymmetric Outcomes



5. From the G20 to a World Development 
Organization

1. The IMF and the World Bank alone cannot assure either global 
recovery or sustainable world development. 

2. Regional unions need to play a more active role in global recovery.

3. Multilateral development banks and funds have the potential for 
both regional and interregional global roles.

4. The sovereign wealth funds should be part of a new global financial 
framework.

5. A major reform of the IMF and the World Bank may  be merited but 
could be highly contentious and not gain the support of the US 
Congress.



From the G20 to a WDO

What both is needed and feasible is a more plural, lateral and outward
reaching framework for global cooperation which: 

► can give agency to like-minded governments in a G20  on joint 
initiatives and policies without binding those which decline to 
participate in them;

► do so on the basis of enabling rather than binding decision-making, 
similar to EU enhanced cooperation

► relates more directly to the UN and its institutions ;

► can be centrally concerned with social direct investments or SDI 
offsetting asymmetries in FDI

► thereby promote global social inclusion and safeguarding the 
environment.



From the G20 to a WDO

BWI – Bretton Woods Institutions     MDBF - Regional Development Banks and Funds    
SWF - Sovereign Wealth Funds 



From the G20 to a WDO 2

An agenda for a World Development Organization woul d be

► an orderly recycling of global surpluses

►mutual currency support

►long-term investments rather than only short term f iscal 
measures;.

►offsetting asymmetries in foreign direct investment ;

►doing so by social direct investments in the 
lesser and least developed countries;

►environmental protection



A WDO and the UN Agencies

UNECs - United Nations Economic Commissions


